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A major funding success: Around
900,000 wallboxes in less than a year!

A little less than a year ago, in November 2020, the
German Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital
Infrastructure (BMVI) launched its first funding
programme for the installation of charging points at
private residential buildings. By the end of the
funding programme, applications for almost one
million charging points had been submitted to the
KfW project management agency and approved.
More than 175,000 of the charging points are
already in operation ...

Read more

BMWi funding programme for the construction of sustainable refuelling tanker
ships launched

Building a sustainable bunkering infrastructure for shipping with flexible refuelling vessels and
simultaneously boosting the maritime economy, which has been hit by the crisis: The new funding
programme of the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi) meets exactly these
objectives ...

Read more

BMVI provides funding for public hydrogen filling stations for commercial
vehicles

The Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure (BMVI) is launching a new call for funding
for the establishment of public hydrogen filling stations for commercial vehicles. Up to 60 million
euros are being made available for this purpose. The BMVI is thereby continuing its support for the
expansion of infrastructure for alternative drive systems in road transport. Applications for funding
can be submitted from 19.10.2021 to 31.01.2022 ...

Read more

NOW GmbH/TUHH study highlights the
potential for renewable methane as a
truck and maritime fuel

The technical (exploitable) potential of renewable
methane to replace fossil natural gas as a fuel for
heavy-duty vehicles and ships is vast. This is the
conclusion of a recent study by NOW GmbH and
the Institute for Environmental Technology and
Energy Economics (IUE) at the Hamburg University
of Technology (TUHH), of which the final report was
published today ...

Read more

HyStarter reaches its goal – Hydrogen
concept presented in the district of
Reutlingen

As one of nine hydrogen regions in Germany, the
district of Reutlingen has received support from the
Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital
Infrastructure (BMVI) since 2020 through the
HyStarter programme. This has resulted in a
concept that was presented at the HyStarter closing
event on Thursday, 14 October 2021, which was
also attended by Dr. Andre Baumann, State
Secretary in the Ministry for the Environment,
Climate and Energy Management of Baden-
Württemberg ...

Read more
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7th HYPOS Forum

02.-04.11.2021 | CCe Kulturhaus Leuna

Read more

3rd NaKoMo Annual Conference: “Redistribution of Public Space – Together on
New Paths”

10.11.2021 | online

Read more

Green hydrogen in the Philippines: Current state and future potential

10.11.2021 | Online

Read more

Closing event ZUKUNFT.DE

13.11.2021 | Online

Read more

FC³ – Fuel Cell Conference Chemnitz

23.-24.11.2021 | Chemnitz, Germany

Read more

#MSEwasserstoff – Kick-off event for HyStarter Mecklenburgische Seenplatte

25.11.2021 | EGZ Waren/Müritz

Read more
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